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This book contains the best selected papers of two Satellite Events held at the 20th International Conference on
Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management, EKAW 2016, in November 2016 in Bologna, Italy: The Second
International Workshop on Educational Knowledge Management, EKM 2016, and the First Workshop: Detection,
Representation and Management of Concept Drift in Linked Open Data, Drift-an-LOD 2016. The 6 revised full papers
included in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from the 13 full papers that were accepted for presentation
at the conference from the initial 82 submissions. This volume also contains the 37 accepted contributions for the EKAW
2016 tutorials, demo and poster sessions, and the doctoral consortium. The special focus of this year's EKAW was
"evolving knowledge", which concerns all aspects of the management and acquisition of knowledge representations of
evolving, contextual, and local models. This includes change management, trend detection, model evolution, streaming
data and stream reasoning, event processing, time-and space dependent models, contextual and local knowledge
representations with a special emphasis on the evolvability and localization of knowledge and the correct usage of these
limits.
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Anthropolinguistics is a core topic of the majority of books on linguistics today. Still there are different approaches to word
study within this field. This book provides a comprehensive survey of historic semantic changes of English polysemous
words. Anthropolinguistic Aspect of English Polysemy is a wide-ranging account not only of how words witness history,
but also of how evolution change is reflected in word semantics and of links between our past and present. It is available
to a large audience as it sheds light on problems of evolution of human cognition that remain at the centre of
contemporary linguistics.
Innovative, data-driven methods provide more rigorous and systematic evidence for the description and explanation of
diachronic semantic processes. The volume systematises, reviews, and promotes a range of empirical research
techniques and theoretical perspectives that currently inform work across the discipline of historical semantics. In addition
to emphasising the use of new technology, the potential of current theoretical models (e.g. within variationist,
sociolinguistic or cognitive frameworks) is explored along the way.
Metaphor and Metonymy at the Crossroads is a collection of essays, most of them written from a cognitive linguistics
standpoint by leading specialists in the fields of conceptual metaphor and metonymy, and conceptual integration
(blending). The book has two main goals. One of them is to discuss in new, provocative ways the nature of these
conceptual mappings in English and their interaction. The other goal is to explore by means of several detailed case
studies the central role of these mappings in English. The studies are, thus, concerned with the operation of metaphor
and metonymy in discourse, including literary discourse or with the effect of metaphorical and/or metonymic mappings on
some aspects of linguistic structure, be it polysemy or grammar. The book is of interest to students and researchers in
English and linguistics, English literature, cognitive psychology and cognitive science.
Investigations of the Syntax-Semantics-Pragmatics Interface presents on-going research in Role and Reference
Grammar in a number of critical areas of linguistic theory: verb semantics and argument structure, the nature of syntactic
categories and syntactic representation, prosody and syntax, information structure and syntax, and the syntax and
semantics of complex sentences. In each of these areas there are important results which not only advance the
development of the theory, but also contribute to the broader theoretical discussion. In particular, there are analyses of
grammatical phenomena such as transitivity in Kabardian, the verb-less numeral quantifier construction in Japanese, and
an unusual kind of complex sentence in Wari' (Chapakuran, Brazil) which not only illustrate the descriptive and
explanatory power of the theory, but also present interesting challenges to other approaches. In addition, there are
papers looking at the implications and applications of Role and Reference Grammar for neurolinguistic research, parsing
and automated text analysis.
This book is a cross-linguistic exploration of semantic and functional change in modal markers. With a focus on Japanese
and to a lesser extent Chinese the book is a countercheck to hypotheses built on the Indo-European languages. It also
contains numerous illustrations from other languages.
From Polysemy to Semantic ChangeTowards a Typology of Lexical Semantic AssociationsJohn Benjamins Publishing
Mika Shindo's Semantic Extension, Subjectification, and Verbalization focuses on semantic extensions of sensory adjectives
originating in perception. The aims of this book are to provide systematic accounts of semantic extensions of sensory adjectives
from a cognitive perspective, and to document the validity of an empirical approach, using panchronic and corpus-based methods.
This cognitive and usage-based empirical study uncovers cognitive mechanisms underlying linguistic phenomena, since
expressions related to perception originally describe the most fundamental human experiences that are frequently utilized for
conceptualizing abstract entities, and adjectives especially reflect human construals of situations. This study reveals that each
word's meanings extend in a manner peculiarly restricted by its original cognitive characteristics, firmly rooted in everyday bodily
experiences, and that this crucially influences its syntactic structures as well. At the same time, it is a ground-breaking
demonstration of the power of computerized corpus research.
Cognitive Linguistics has given a major impetus to the study of semantics and the lexicon. The present volume brings together
seventeen previously published papers that testify to the fruitfulness of Cognitive Linguistics for the study of lexical and semantic
topics. Spanning the period from the late 1980s to recent years, the collection features a number of papers that may be considered
classics within the field of cognitive linguistic lexicology. The papers are grouped in thematic sections. The first section deals with
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prototypicality as a theoretical and practical model of semantic description. The second section discusses polysemy and criteria for
distinguishing between meanings. The third section tackles questions of meaning description beyond the level of words, on the
level of idioms and constructions. The following section casts the net even wider, dealing with the cultural aspects of meaning.
Moving away from the theoretical and descriptive perspective towards applied concerns, the fifth section looks at lexicography
from the point of view of Cognitive Linguistics. The final section has a metatheoretical orientation: it discusses the history and
methodology of lexical semantics. Each paper is preceded by a newly written introduction that situates the text against the period
in which it was first published, but that also points to further developments, in the author's own research or in Cognitive Linguistics
at large. The variety of topics dealt with make this book an excellent introduction to the broad field of lexicological and lexical
semantic research.
Fascination with words-their meanings, origins, pronunciation, usages-is something most of us experience at some point. This
book aims both to fuel and to satisfy that fascination. The book is based on a course that each of the authors helped to develop at
Stanford University over the past twenty years. The aim of the course was to help students master English vocabulary and to
provide the fundamentals for pursuing an interest in English words. To this end, the book offers a detailed but introductory survey
of the developments that have given English a uniquely rich vocabulary, taking into account both the changing structure of the
language and the historical events that shaped the language as a whole. Anyone who believes that changes in the language are
robbing it of its elegance or expressive power will see this view challenged by the developments described here. At the core of the
book are a set of several hundred vocabulary elements that English borrowed, directly or indirectly, over the past fifteen hundred
years, from Latin and Greek. These elements, introduced gradually chapter by chapter, provide a key to understanding the
structure and meaning of much of the learned vocabulary of the language. The chapters trace the history and structure of English
words from the sixth century onward, laying out the major influences that are still observable in our vocabulary today. Each chapter
ends with a large number of exercises. These offer many different types of practice with the material in the text, making it possible
to tailor the work to different sets of needs and interests. Upon finishing this textbook, students will be able to penetrate the
structure of an enormous portion of the vocabulary of English, with or without the help of a dictionary, and to understand better
how an individual word fits into the system of the language. This second edition incorporates improved and refined text as well as
examples and exercises, with thorough revision of pedagogy as a result of their significant classroom-based expertise. The new
edition also updates cultural references, accounts for variations in pronunciation among students, and clarifies when historical
details are important or peripheral.
In this book, Neiloufar Family exposes the semantic organization of light verb constructions in Persian. By clustering constructions
based on semantic properties, she provides an insightful and more global view of a system that has been notoriously difficult to
classify.
The volume focuses on semantic shifts and motivation patterns in the lexicon. Its key feature is its lexico-typological orientation,
i.e. a heavy emphasis on systematic cross-linguistic comparison. The book presents current theoretical and methodological trends
in the study of semantic shifts and motivational patters based on an abundance of empirical findings across genetically, areally
and typologically diverse languages.
The Routledge Handbook of Semantics provides a broad and state-of-the-art survey of this field, covering semantic research at
both word and sentence level. It presents a synoptic view of the most important areas of semantic investigation, including
contemporary methodologies and debates, and indicating possible future directions in the field. Written by experts from around the
world, the 29 chapters cover key issues and approaches within the following areas: meaning and conceptualisation; meaning and
context; lexical semantics; semantics of specific phenomena; development, change and variation. The Routledge Handbook of
Semantics is essential reading for researchers and postgraduate students working in this area.
About fifty years ago, Stephen Ullmann wrote that polysemy is 'the pivot of semantic analysis'. Fifty years on, polysemy has
become one of the hottest topics in linguistics and in the cognitive sciences at large. The book deals with the topic from a wide
variety of viewpoints. The cognitive approach is supplemented and supported by diachronic, psycholinguistic, developmental,
comparative, and computational perspectives. The chapters, written by some of the most eminent specialists in the field, are all
underpinned by detailed discussions of methodology and theory.
This book, addressed primarily to students and researchers in semantics, cognitive linguistics, English, and Australian languages,
is a comparative study of the polysemy patterns displayed by percussion/impact ('hitting') verbs in English and Warlpiri (PamaNyungan, Central Australia). The opening chapters develop a novel theoretical orientation for the study of polysemy via a close
examination of two theoretical traditions under the broader cognitivist umbrella: Langackerian and Lakovian Cognitive Semantics
and Wierzbickian Natural Semantic Metalanguage. Arguments are offered which problematize attempts in these traditions to
ground the analysis of meaning either in cognitive or neurological reality, or in the existence of universal synonymy relations within
the lexicon. Instead, an interpretative rather than a scientific construal of linguistic theorizing is sketched, in the context of a close
examination of certain key issues in the contemporary study of polysemy such as sense individuation, the role of reference in
linguistic categorization, and the demarcation between metaphor and metonymy. The later chapters present a detailed typology of
the polysemous senses of English and Warlpiri percussion/impact (or P/I) verbs based on a diachronically deep corpus of
dictionary citations from Middle to contemporary English, and on a large corpus of Warlpiri citations. Limited to the operations of
metaphor and of three categories of metonymy, this typology posits just four types of basic relation between extended and core
meanings. As a result, the phenomenon of polysemy and semantic extension emerges as amenable to strikingly concise
description.

Semantic change — how the meanings of words change over time — has preoccupied scholars since well before modern
linguistics emerged in the late 19th and early 20th century, ushering in a new methodological turn in the study of
language change. Compared to changes in sound and grammar, semantic change is the least understood. Ever since,
the study of semantic change has progressed steadily, accumulating a vast store of knowledge for over a century,
encompassing many languages and language families. Historical linguists also early on realized the potential of
computers as research tools, with papers at the very first international conferences in computational linguistics in the
1960s. Such computational studies still tended to be small-scale, method-oriented, and qualitative. However, recent
years have witnessed a sea-change in this regard. Big-data empirical quantitative investigations are now coming to the
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forefront, enabled by enormous advances in storage capability and processing power. Diachronic corpora have grown
beyond imagination, defying exploration by traditional manual qualitative methods, and language technology has become
increasingly data-driven and semantics-oriented. These developments present a golden opportunity for the empirical
study of semantic change over both long and short time spans. A major challenge presently is to integrate the hardearned knowledge and expertise of traditional historical linguistics with cutting-edge methodology explored primarily in
computational linguistics. The idea for the present volume came out of a concrete response to this challenge. The 1st
International Workshop on Computational Approaches to Historical Language Change (LChange'19), at ACL 2019,
brought together scholars from both fields. This volume offers a survey of this exciting new direction in the study of
semantic change, a discussion of the many remaining challenges that we face in pursuing it, and considerably updated
and extended versions of a selection of the contributions to the LChange'19 workshop, addressing both more theoretical
problems — e.g., discovery of "laws of semantic change" — and practical applications, such as information retrieval in
longitudinal text archives.
It is widely believed by historians of linguistics that the 19th-century was largely devoted to historical and comparative
studies, with the main emphasis on the discovery of soundlaws. Syntax is typically portrayed as a mere sideline of these
studies, while semantics is seldom even mentioned. If it comes into view at all, it is usually assumed to have been
confined to diachronic lexical semantics and the construction of some (mostly ill-conceived) typologies of semantic
change. This book aims to destroy some of these prejudices and to show that in Europe semantics was an important,
although controversial, area at that time. Synchronic mechanisms of semantic change were discovered and increasing
attention was paid to the context of the sentence, to the speech situation and the users of the language. From being a
semantics of transformations', a child of the biological-geological paradigm of historical linguistics with its close links to
etymology and lexicography, the field matured into a semantics of comprehension and communication, set within a
general linguistics and closely related to the emerging fields of psychology and sociology.
This volume brings together the latest research on the semantics of nouns in both familiar and less well-documented
languages, including English, Mandarin Chinese, Russian, the Papuan language Koromu, the Dravidian language
Solega, and Pitjantjatjara/Yankunytjatjara from Australia. Chapters offer systematic and detailed analyses of scores of
individual nouns across a range of conceptual domains, including 'people', 'places', and 'living things', with each analysis
fully grounded in a unified methodological framework. They not only cover central theoretical issues specific to the
analysis of the domain in question, but also empirically investigate the different types of meaning relations that hold
between nouns, such as meronymy, hyponymy, taxonomy, and antonymy. The collection of studies show how in-depth
meaning analysis anchored in a cross-linguistic and cross-domain perspective can lead to unexpected insights into the
common and particular ways in which speakers of different languages conceptualize, categorize, and order the world
around them. This unique volume brings together a new generation of semanticists from across the globe, and will be of
interest to researchers in linguistics, psychology, anthropology, biology, and philosophy.
"The semantics of grammar" presents a radically semantic approach to syntax and morphology. It offers a methodology
which makes it possible to demonstrate, on an empirical basis, that syntax is neither "autonomous" nor "arbitrary," but
that it follows from "semantics." It is shown that every grammatical construction encodes a certain semantic structure,
which can be revealed and rigorously stated, so that the meanings encoded in grammar can be compared in a precise
and illuminating way, within one language and across language boundaries. The author develops a semantic
metalanguage based on lexical universals or near-universals (and, ultimately, on a system of universal semantic
primitives), and shows that the same semantic metalanguage can be used for explicating lexical, grammatical and
pragmatic aspects of language and thus offers a method for an integrated linguistic description based on semantic
foundations. Analyzing data from a number of different languages (including English, Russian and Japanese) the author
explores the notion of ethnosyntax and, via semantics, links syntax and morphology with culture. She attemps to
demonstrate that the use of a semantic metalanguage based on lexical universals makes it possible to rephrase the
Humboldt-Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in such a way that it can be tested and treated as a program for empirical research.
Dictionaries are among the most frequently consulted books, yet we know remarkably little about them. Who makes
them? Where do they come from? What do they offer? How can we evaluate them? The Dictionary of Lexicography
provides answers to all these questions and addresses a wide range of issues: * the traditions of dictionary-making * the
different types of dictionaries and other reference works (such as thesaurus, encyclopedia, atlas and telephone directory)
* the principles and concerns of lexicographers and other reference professionals * the standards of dictionary criticism
and dictionary use. It is both a professional handbook and an easy-to-use reference work. This is the first time that the
subject has been covered in such a comprehensive manner in the form of a reference book. All articles are selfcontained, cross-referenced and uniformly structured. The whole is an up-to-date and forward-looking survey of
lexicography.
The volume explores the ways in which language change is studied within the framework of Cognitive Linguistics, a
semantics-based theory of language production and perception. The eleven chapters explore two kinds of changes:
firstly, those which involve mental prototypes or 'best instances' of particular concepts and extensions of these
prototypes, and secondly, those which relate to conceptual networks, for example via metaphor or metonymy. More
specifically, the papers address syntactic and lexical change, as well as the evolution of language and changes in the
expression - usually metaphoric - of emotions. In presenting a wide range of current work of this kind, the volume
demonstrates the value of cross-fertilization between historical and cognitive linguistics, and is intended to open the way
for further related research. The included papers are of particular relevance to those working in metaphor theory and
syntactic / semantic change within Cognitive Linguistics, but will also be of interest to other historical linguists and those
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studying cognitive semantics and metaphor from a synchronic viewpoint.
In a series of cross-cultural investigations of word meaning, Cliff Goddard and Anna Wierzbicka examine key expressions
from different domains of the lexicon - concrete, abstract, physical, sensory, emotional, and social. They focus on
complex and culturally important words in a range of languages that includes English, Russian, Polish, French, Warlpiri,
and Malay. Some are basic like men, women, and children or abstract nouns like trauma and violence; others describe
qualities such as hot, hard, and rough, emotions like happiness and sadness, or feelings like pain. They ground their
discussions in real examples from different cultures and draw on work ranging from Leibniz, Locke, and Bentham, to
popular works such as autobiographies and memoirs, and the Dalai Lama on happiness. The book opens with a review
of the neglected status of lexical semantics in linguistics. The authors consider a range of analytical issues including
lexical polysemy, semantic change, the relationship between lexical and grammatical semantics, and the concepts of
semantic molecules and templates. Their fascinating book is for everyone interested in the relations between meaning,
culture, ideas, and words.
Seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies - Linguistics, grade: 1,7,
University of Bamberg (Lehrstuhl für Englische Sprachwissenschaft ), course: English Etymology, language: English,
abstract: “Nothing is perfectly static. Every word, every grammatical element, every locution, every sound and accent is a
slowly changing configuration, molded by the invisible and impersonal drift that is the life of language.” (Sapir 1949: 171)
Reading this quote, in which Edward Sapir describes the nature of language, there are two important points, which I
would like to use as a starting point for this paper. The first point is that language undergoes a continuous change and is
never “perfectly static”. This is especially true for semantics as Ullmann states: “Of all linguistic elements caught up in
this drift, meaning is probably the least resistant to change.” (Ullmann 1977: 193) The meaning of words is in a constant
process of alteration. The second point is that the change mentioned above is done by “the invisible and impersonal
drift” or to put it in simple words: The change in language in general and in meaning in particular happens unconsciously
to the speakers. This fact poses the following questions: Why do speakers change the meaning of a word if they are not
aware of it? What are the forces behind this process, how does this process look like and what are the most relevant
types of change? Or in general: What is semantic change? To give answers to exactly these major questions about
semantic change, will be the aim of this paper. The basis for this paper will be the theories of Andreas Blank, who even
though being a Romanist, developed a precise, extensive and still very comprehensive theoretical work on semantic
change, which is “[...] recommendable for historical semanticists of all languages.” (Grzega 2000: 233)
This important study of semantic change examines how new meanings arise through language use, especially the various ways in which
speakers and writers experiment with uses of words and constructions in the flow of strategic interaction with addressees. There has been
growing interest in exploring systemicities in semantic change from a number of perspectives including theories of metaphor, pragmatic
inferencing, and grammaticalization. Like earlier studies, these have for the most part been based on data taken out of context. This book is a
detailed examination of semantic change from the perspective of historical pragmatics and discourse analysis. Drawing on extensive corpus
data from over a thousand years of English and Japanese textual history, Traugott and Dasher show that most changes in meaning originate
in and are motivated by the associative flow of speech and conceptual metonymy.
This collected volume presents radically new directions which are emerging in cognitive lexical semantics research. A number of papers reignite the polysemy vs. monosemy debate, and testify to the fact that polysemy is no longer simply taken for granted, but is currently a much
more contested issue than it was in the 1980s and 1990s. Other papers offer fresh perspectives on the prototype structure of lexical
categories, while generally accepted notions about the radial network structure of categories are questioned in papers on the development of
word meaning in child language acquisition and in diachrony. Additional topics include the interaction of lexical and constructional meaning,
and the relationship between word meanings and the contexts in which the words are encountered. This book is of interest to semanticists
and cognitive linguists, as well as to scholars working in the broader field of cognitive science.
Specialist languages, such as the languages of law, business, aviation, football, and politics, can be perceived as highly conventionalized,
semi-natural and not fully autonomous communication codes limited to specific, and predominantly formal, situations. A large number of them
can be best characterized by subject matter and semantic content, but the most important distinctive element in their make-up is the frame of
context in which they are embedded. This volume discusses various ways of approaching the problems associated with the very broad
phenomenon of specialist languages by means of the analytical mechanisms and theoretical conceptions developed within the framework of
Cognitive Linguistics. The volume includes research carried out by world-renowned experts in the field.
Seminar paper from the year 2003 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies - Linguistics, grade: 1, LMU Munich (Institut für
Englische Philologie), course: Hauptseminar, 8 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: “Semantic change deals with change
in meaning, understood to be a change in the concepts associated with a word [...]” (Campbell 1998: 255). To some of you, Campbell’s
definition may seem a bit simplistic. Some scholars, too (for example Blank whom we’ll be hearing of later on), argue that it’s not one
meaning of word that changes, but with semantic change a new meaning is added to the already existing meaning or meanings of a word and
then this new meaning is lexicalised, or one of the already lexicalised meanings is no longer used and becomes extinct. I think Campbell’s
definition can suffice as a basis for our little “immersion” into semantic change. And what is more important than a theoretically watertight
definition is a “practical insight” into semantic change. So let’s have quick look on what exactly changes when words change their meanings.
Fewster develops the theory of lexical monosemy, in a systemic-functional linguistic framework, and disputes concensus readings of ??????
as nature in Romans 8.
"Covers all of the basic concepts and methods of the field of semantics, as well as some of the most important contemporary lines of
research"-Preface -- 1. The semantics of tense, aspect and modality in the languages of the world / Lotte Hogeweg, Helen de Hoop & Andrej Malchukov
-- 2. Incompatible categories: Resolving the 'present perfective paradox' / Andrej L. Malchukov -- 3. The perfective/imperfective distinction:
Coercion or aspectual operators? / Corien Bary -- 4. Lexical and compositional factors in the aspectual system of Adyghe / Peter M. Arkadiev
-- 5. Event structure of non-culminating accomplishments / Sergei Tatevosov & Mikhail Ivanov -- 6. The grammaticalised use of the Burmese
verbs la 'come' and .wà 'go' / Nicoletta Romeo -- 7. Irrealis in Yurakaré and other languages: On the cross-linguistic consistency of an elusive
category / Rik van Gijn & Sonja Gipper -- 8. On the selection of mood in complement clauses / Rui Marques -- 9. 'Out of control' marking as
circumstantial modality in St'át'imcets / Henry Davis, Lisa Matthewson & Hotze Rullmann -- 10. Modal geometry: Remarks on the structure of
a modal map / Kees de Schepper & Joost Zwarts -- 11. Acquisitive modals / Johan van der Auwera, Petar Kehayov & Alice Vittrant -- 12.
Conflicting constraints on the interpretation of modal auxiliaries / Ad Foolen & Helen de Hoop -- 13. Modality and context dependence /
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Fabrice Nauze -- 14. Verbal semantic shifts under negation, intensionality, and imperfectivity: Russian genitive objects / Barbara H. Partee &
Vladimir Borschev -- 15. The Estonian partitive evidential: Some notes on the semantic parallels between aspect and evidential categories /
Anne Tamm -- Index.
Academic Paper from the year 2013 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies - Linguistics, grade: 1,3, Free University of
Berlin, language: English, abstract: The goal of this paper is to investigate diachronically the processes of semantic change from which
originate false friends by the examination of five typical cases of false friends between English and German. First, a classification of different
types of false friends (chance and semantic) will be made. This part includes the delineation of the major meaning shifting processes
(metaphor, metonymy, specialization and generalization) that have resulted in semantic false friends. Second, the diachronic development of
five cases of semantic false friends will be examined in order to find out to which extent these figurative links have contributed to the
existenceof false friends. European learners of English as a foreign language are familiar with situations in which they create incorrect
interferences between words belonging to their mother tongue and words from the target language, assuming that their meanings are
equivalent. Due to the existence of cross-linguistic word pairs that are similar, even identical in orthography or in spelling the foreign language
learner traps into treacherous language errors which result in misunderstandings, mistranslations and difficulties in communication.

`...an impressively wide - and relatively theory neutral - introduction to the field, whilst maintaining interest and clarity throughout. It
is particularly strong in its use of cross-linguistic data from a wide variety of languages, which should appeal to those studying
linguistics. Undergraduates will find it accessible and engaging, but there is also sufficient content to challenge more advanced
students.' Bethan Davies, University of Leeds
This volume focuses on non-syntactic factors in the development of case by illustrating the integral role of pragmatics, semantics,
and discourse structure in the historical development of morphologically marked case systems. Examined fifteen typologically
diverse languages from four different language families: (i) Indo-European: Vedic Sanskrit, Russian, Greek, Latin, Latvian, Gothic,
French, German, Icelandic, and Faroese; (ii) Tibeto-Burman, especially the Bodic languages and Meithei; (iii) Japanese; and (iv)
the Pama-Nyungan mixed language Gurindji Kriol.
This book is the result of a joint project on lexical and semantic typology which gathered together field linguists, semanticists,
cognitivists, typologists, and an NLP specialist. These cross-linguistic studies concern semantic shifts at large, both synchronic
and diachronic: the outcome of polysemy, heterosemy, or semantic change at the lexical level. The first part presents a
comprehensive state of the art of a domain typologists have long been reluctant to deal with. Part two focuses on theoretical and
methodological approaches: cognition, construction grammar, graph theory, semantic maps, and data bases. These studies deal
with universals and variation across languages, illustrated with numerous examples from different semantic domains and different
languages. Part three is dedicated to detailed empirical studies of a large sample of languages in a limited set of semantic fields. It
reveals possible universals of semantic association, as well as areal and cultural tendencies.
Diachronic Prototype Semantics is concerned with the theory of explanation of changes in word meaning. The author
demonstrates the explanatory value of the prototype model of meaning, in which the distinction between central and peripheral
senses of a word is crucial.
This book offers a distinct approach to the analysis of the multiple meanings of English modals, conjunctions, conditionals and
perception verbs. Although such ambiguities cannot easily be accounted for by feature-analyses of word meaning, Eve Sweetser's
argument shows that they can be analysed both readily and systematically. Meaning relationships in general cannot be
understood independently of human cognitive structure, including the metaphorical and cultural aspects of that structure. Sweetser
shows that both lexical polysemy and pragmatic ambiguity are shaped by our metaphorical folk understanding of epistemic
processes and of speech interaction. Similar regularities can be shown to structure the contrast between root, epistemic and
'speech-act' uses of modal verbs, multiple uses of conjunctions and conditionals, and certain processes of historical change
observed in Indo-European languages. Since polysemy is typically the intermediate step in semantic change, the same regularities
observable in polysemy can be extended to an analysis of semantic change. This book will attract students and researchers in
linguistics, philosophy, the cognitive sciences, and all those interested in metaphor.
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